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ITL Public School, Sec 9, Dwarka is celebrating Computer week from 31st July’17-4th Aug’17 during
which a plethora of activities will be conducted to sensitize teachers and students about ways to
incorporate technology into teaching and learning process.
Day1 -Virtual Classroom
Focus of the activity was to let students learn through live video streaming, where they gather knowledge
about ‘structure of flower’ through Facebook go live feature. It was indeed a fascinating and enriching
experience for students.

Day 2 -Go Paperless
The Activity was revolving around the idea that technology can help in reducing the use of paper and at
the same time be more time efficient and user friendly. During the activity, a group of students
participated in an online mathematical quiz and at the same time another set of students gave paper pen
test in the classroom. It was observed that incorporation of technology bring result analysis, tabulation
and presentation of data at a much faster pace than traditional paper pen assessment.

Day 3-IT Crossword
The brain stimulating activity crossword was conducted on day 3.
Crosswords require a two-step thought process - first you have to think about the answer and then
correctly spell it and when any child works with these puzzles, the right brain and left-brain are both
engaged, which is when brains are most active.
The Activity was based on designing an IT crossword using MS EXCEL based on different Internet
Terms / Input Output devices.
Children not only designed various IT crosswords relating different IT terms but also utilized the
different features/tools of EXCEL.

Day 4-Tech Shiksha
ITL Public School, Dwarka sector-9 celebrated Day 4 of Technical Event with an activity 'Tech-Shiksha'
wherein young ITLeens visited an NGO LECIN (lLets Educate Child In Need) on 3 AUGUST 2017.
They interacted with students at the NGO. They taught them various basic terminologies of computers
and how computers can be useful to them in their daily lives.
All the students enthusiastically participated in the activity. It was a great motivation for the kids of NGO
to have hands on experience, for the very first time. This activity inspired the students to help the needy.
The students promised the children in NGO that they will visit them again and will empower them with
more technical skills.

Day 5-Tech Shiksha
Event was successfully concluded on Friday, 4 August .The Event began with a melodious song
presented by students of class X and XI .The day was graced by the eminent professor from IIIT Delhi,
Mr. Ponnurangam Kumaraguru(PK) who conducted an interactive session with our students on a very
serious topic "when selfie becomes a killfie".

This issue has raised its ugly head in many parts of the country. He shared his research findings that,
India accounts for the largest number of deaths caused while taking selfies. He also introduced students
to his app 'SAFTIE' to remain safe while taking selfies.
He related the severity of the situation and has undertaken the daunting yet critical task to spread
awareness amongst people. With a wide spectrum of knowledge, he felt it is quite important that the
younger generation should understand the ground realities and act accordingly.
We are thankful to him to enlighten us on this serious topic and his idea that technology can be used
effectively to solve social issues.

Finally, on a lighter note students of class xi presented a standup comedy act on 'effects of social
networking ' which made everyone burst into laughter.
All together a perfect ... mind... bent... for the right cause...!!

